Black Ops: MAC WALKERS BENGHAZI: A pulse-pounding black ops,
ready to kill thriller...

HIRED TO KILL AND FIGHTING TO
SURVIVE.More believable than James
Bond. More likable than Mitch Rapp or
Jack Reacher. And tougher than Scot
Harvath. MAC WALKER IS THE REAL
DEAL! -Spy DadMAC WALKERS
BENGHAZI takes readers on a fact-based
political black ops thrill ride as government
gun for hire Mac Walker and his highly
trained team of military operatives take an
assignment into the chaotic and deadly
world that is Benghazi, Libya days before
the now infamous Benghazi Terrorism
Massacre. It is a fast-paced political
military thrillers bestseller where men and
women of action find themselves facing an
enemy within who would have them dead
so as to keep the truth buried beneath the
blood-stained
sands
of
war-torn
Libya.READERS LOVE THE MAC
WALKER BLACK OPS SERIES!For
political
thriller fans, this one
delivers...Mac Walkers Benghazi is one of
the best political military thrillers Ive read
in a long time...WOW! A fascinating,
believable concept of history as we saw it
unfold...A riveting tale ripped from the
headlines that feels far closer to the truth of
what really happened in Benghazi than
anything the media reports. D.W.
Ulsterman is among the best military
thriller authors taking researched facts and
blending them with fiction that entertains
and informs. Great stuff...If you love
political thrillers, you have to check this
one out...??? An Amazon black ops
bestseller!Im hooked on Mr. Walker. Once
you start theres no stopping!A top-notch
political military thrillers series...If you like
military styled political thrillers, look no
more. Mac Walker delivers...D.W.
Ulsterman has created a very interesting
and exciting black ops world with his Mac
Walker series...FREE WITH KINDLE
UNLIMITED!!
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